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Kinepolis

kinepolis.be

Teresa Rocha

We are very proud about what we have achieved
in the collaboration with CVWarehouse. Using
the tool, we were able to put our recruitment
policy into practice easily.

We’ve been able to solve all our questions and
we’re adapting very well. Everything we expected,
we’ve been able to achieve.

Olga Sakellarides

McDonald’s Belgium

nos.pt

The integration of CVWarehouse ensures
streamlined communication flows between
candidates, recruitment partners, our
commercial network and us.

Experience@Work

experienceatwork.be

Right from the beginning, I found it a simple,
user-friendly tool. Even before the training, I was
able to start working with it. This tool saves me
a lot of time and hassle.

mcdonalds.be

Thanks to the tools that CVWarehouse offers,
the HR department can make a better selection
based on the talent and skills of the candidates.

Ivan Malfliet

www.cvwarehouse.com

cca.law

willemen.be

To attract top talent Willemen Group partners
with CVWarehouse since 2009 and praises our
staff to "keep up with the times, take into
account any comments and are constantly
taking on board new technologies and
developments".
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Pingo Doce

pingodoce.pt

Using CVWarehouse streamlined our recruitment
processes, allowing us to manage the
applications more efficiently and to contact
candidates faster. It’s a tool that’s very easy to
use and, when we have questions, we can count
on a fully available support team to help us.

Wedo Technologies

CVWarehouse is constantly evolving: they follow
market trends, and always look for ways to
improve. I notice that they invest quite a lot in
proactive innovation. And that can only be good
for our collaboration in the long term.

Julie Spaey
Leïla Mourali

liedekerke.com

Thanks to CVWarehouse's reminders about new
regulations, we get to sleep soundly.

Eva Taes

It’s awesome that you take the needs and
requests of your customers into account.

www.cvwarehouse.com

thijs.be

wedotechnologies.com

casashops.com

We chose CVWarehouse because it is perfectly
compatible with our website and easy to use.
Not just for us, but also for candidates.

Karen Renaer

brusselsairlines.com

CVWarehouse has always grown in line with the
trends and requirements of the HR world.
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CONTACT US
FOR MORE INFORMATION

ANTWERP, BELGIUM HQ

LISBON, PORTUGAL

Belgium

Edificio LACS
R. Febo Moniz, 27

Tel: (+32) 3 202 42 20

1150-152, Lisboa
Portugal
Tel: (+351) 210 500 020

NEW YORK, USA

OTHERS

1177 Avenue of the Americas, 7th

Netherlands: (+31) 858889744

Floor, NY 10036

France: (+33) 977558983

United States of America

United Kingdom: (+44) 2038689714
Sweden: (+46) 775868176

Tel: (+1) 646 583 2060

Brazil: (+55) 3139586219

www.cvwarehouse.com

